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In 2008, the Federal Circuit radically overhauled the test for design patent infringement in Egyptian Goddess v. Swisa, or so
many commentators at the time predicted. The decision was heralded as broadening "the protection afforded by design patents"
because it eliminated the problematic pointofnovelty test for infringement.1 In the five years following Egyptian Goddess,
however, the rulings by the district courts suggest that while the legal test has changed, the final result has not. Indeed, the
ordinary observer test, as modified in Egyptian Goddess, may actually swing the pendulum in favor of noninfringement,
benefiting accused infringers.
As we approach the fiveyear anniversary of the Egyptian Goddess en banc decision, we will explore the evolution of the
ordinary observer test and consider if commentators were correct in their predictions.

CenturyOld Test for Design Patent Infringement
Prior to Egyptian Goddess, courts applied a twopronged test to determine design patent infringement. The first prong—the
ordinary observer test—was first articulated by the Supreme Court more than a century ago. This prong was satisfied when "two
designs are substantially the same, if the resemblance is such as to deceive an observer, inducing him to purchase one
supposing it to be the other."2 The observer should be "ordinary" and give the patented design and accused design "such
attention as a purchaser usually gives." Also, the claimed design and the accused design were to be considered as a whole, not
compared element by element.
The second prong—the point of novelty test—was met only if the accused design also "appropriate[d] the novelty in the patented
device which distinguishe[d] it from the prior art."3 Therefore, under this prong, a court must identify the novelty in the patented
design, the features which distinguish it from the prior art, and determine if the accused design also includes these features.4
Only if the accused design includes these novel features, may the court grant a ruling of infringement. However, a court may not
find infringement if the accused design merely copied aspects of the patented design that were already in the prior art.

Federal Circuit Modifies the Test
In Egyptian Goddess, Swisa sold a nail buffer similar to Egyptian Goddess's patented design (U.S. Design Patent No. D467,389).
The patented design was directed to a nail buffer having a square crosssection, raised buffer pads on three of its four sides, and
exposed corners. Swisa's accused product consists of a rectangular, hollow tube having a square crosssection, raised buffer
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pads on all four of its sides, and exposed corners.

Egyptian Goddess' Claimed Design

Swisa Nail Buffer

The U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas granted Swisa summary judgment of noninfringement based on the point
of novelty test. The court held that the point of novelty of the '389 patent was the unique combination of four design elements:
open and hollow body, square crosssections, raised rectangular pads, and exposed corners. However, these design elements
were all shown in the prior art, and therefore, Swisa merely copied aspects of the '389 patent that were already in the prior art.
On appeal, the Federal Circuit upheld the district court's ruling of noninfringement,5 and the patent owner petitioned for a
rehearing en banc. Several amici urged the Federal Circuit to eliminate the point of novelty test, arguing the test complicated a
showing of design patent infringement.6
On Sept. 22, 2008, the en banc court struck down the point of novelty test holding that it was inconsistent with the Supreme
Court's holding in Gorham Co. v. White. The Federal Circuit held that the ordinary observer test should be the sole test for design
patent infringement, but in a modified form. Now, infringement must be determined "in light of the prior art" by "applying the
ordinary observer test through the eyes of an observer familiar with the prior art."

Prognostication Begins
Immediately following the Federal Circuit's decision in Egyptian Goddess, many commentators stated that the standards for
design patent infringement have been clarified and simplified, resulting in a net benefit for design patent owners asserting their
rights. The modified ordinary observer test was predicted to "resolve the many problems of the point of novelty test."7 Other
commentators wrote that the Federal Circuit "took great strides toward significantly reducing the difficulties involved in enforcing
design patents."8
Following Egyptian Goddess, commentators also heralded "the ability to enforce design patents has been enhanced."9 Another
stated that "design patentees undoubtedly received a significant boost," and will have a "de facto increase in scope of
protection."10 One commentator even boldly stated that the elimination of the point of novelty test "increases the value of design
patents."11 Egyptian Goddess, it was predicted, would significantly and favorably impact design patent holders, because the
infringement test was now biased toward design patent holders.

Courts Apply the New Ordinary Observer Test
Although the commentators following Egyptian Goddess had high hopes for changes in design patent infringement law, the
district court cases following Egyptian Goddess may not have lived up to those expectations. The following sample of cases
shows specifically how courts have applied the modified ordinary observer test in the past five years.
Arc'Teryx v. Westcomb
Decided just months after the en banc decision was issued, Arc'Teryx Equip, Inc. v. Westcomb Outerwear, Inc. was the first case
to apply the new ordinary observer test. Arc'Teryx argued that Westcomb Outerwear infringed its patent directed to a design for a
curvilinear zipper.12
The District of Utah held that an ordinary observer would find the claimed zipper design to have two sections, while the
defendant's zipper has three sections. The court made only a passing reference to the prior art, likely because this case was
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largely briefed before the Egyptian Goddess en banc decision was issued.
In the end, the court held that an ordinary observer would not confuse the design of defendant's jacket with Arc'Teryx's patented
design, and therefore Westcomb's jacket did not infringe.

Arc'Teryx's Claimed Design Westcomb Outerwear's Jacket
Wing Shing v. Sunbeam
The following year, in Wing Shing Prods. (BVI) Co. v. Sunbeam Prods., Inc., the Southern District of New York granted summary
judgment to Sunbeam finding noninfringement of Wing Shing Product's design for a coffee maker.13 Accessing the prior art, the
court found that coffee makers lie in a "field crowded with many references relating to the design of the same type of appliance,"
and that accordingly, the "scope of protection afforded [the patented design] falls in a narrow range."
In finding no infringement, the court noted that the claimed design and Sunbeam's product differ at the very feature that
distinguished the claimed design from the prior art: the base of each coffee maker.

Prior Art

Wing Shing Products
Co.'s Claimed Design

Sunbeam Products'
Coffee Maker

Park B. Smith v. CHF
In 2011, the same district court denied a motion for summary judgment of noninfringement in Park B. Smith, Inc. v. CHF Indus.,
Inc.14 Park B. Smith asserted design patents related to a roman shade.
In denying CHF's motion, the court noted that "a review of [the prior art] reveals that an ordinary observer, familiar with these
designs, could still be deceived into believing that the accused product is the same as the patented design," because the
patented design and the accused product had a similar feature, folds that cascade upwards, that the ordinary observer would
"likely attach more importance to" in a field crowded with many similar roman shade designs.
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Prior Art

Park B. Smith's Claimed Design

CHF Industries Accused Roman Shade

Apple v. Samsung
In 2012, a jury in the Northern District of California returned a verdict of design patent infringement in the much publicized Apple
v. Samsung.15 Apple asserted a number of design patents, including one directed to the face of a smartphone. The jury was
instructed to use the modified ordinary observer test and told that "[w]hen the claimed design is visually close to prior art designs,
small differences between the accused design and the claimed design may be important in analyzing whether the overall
appearances of accused and claimed designs are substantially the same."16
While there is no written reasoning to analyze from the jury's verdict, a comparison of the prior art, claimed design, and one of the
accused Samsung products offers some insight:

Prior Art

Park B. Smith's Claimed Design

Samsung's Smartphone

Sofpool v. Kmart
In 2013, plaintiff Sofpool alleged that defendant Kmart infringed its design patent for an oval, above ground swimming pool.17 By
applying the ordinary observer test of Egyptian Goddess, the Eastern District of California ruled that "no reasonable juror could
find that an ordinary observer would conclude that the taller, more elegant accused pool embodies the squat pool plaintiff
patented, or any colorable imitation thereof."
Therefore, the court granted defendant's motion for summary judgment on grounds of noninfringement. Notably, the court did not
specifically consider the prior art.
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Sofpool's Claimed Design

Kmart's Swimming Pool

Reality Does Not Live Up to Expectations
While these are merely five examples, findings related to design patent infringement are not limited to these cases. In fact, more
district courts have granted more motions for summary judgment of noninfringement under the ordinary observer test of Egyptian
Goddess than denied such motions. In just over 70 percent of cases following Egyptian Goddess, district courts granted
defendants' motion for summary judgment of noninfringement.18
In contrast, in the five years preceding the decision, the district courts granted summary judgment of noninfringement in only
about 50 percent of cases.19 Thus, when applied by district courts on summary judgment, it appears the application of Egyptian
Goddess tends to benefit accused infringers over patent owners.
Turning to jury verdicts, after Egyptian Goddess, six design patent infringement cases were decided by a jury. Of those, the jury
found infringement in four.20 By comparison, in the five years preceding Egyptian Goddess, juries returned verdicts regarding
infringement in four design patent infringement cases. The jury found infringement in three of those four cases.21 Therefore,
slightly more jury verdicts found infringement before Egyptian Goddess than after. It appears the application of Egyptian Goddess
has slightly favored accused infringers in jury trials, but overall has not substantially impacted these outcomes.

Practical Implications of Egyptian Goddess Today
The statistics from the past five years show that Egyptian Goddess may not have enhanced the "ability to enforce design patent
rights" as predicted by the commentators. And, design patent holders did not necessarily receive a "de facto increase in scope of
protection" following Egyptian Goddess. Conversely, it appears that the modified ordinary observer test may benefit accused
infringers, especially when infringement is decided from the bench.
That said, design patent infringement cases are rare compared to utility patent cases, and very few design patent infringement
cases make it to the summary judgment stage, much less to the jury. As a result, surveys of design patent cases have always
suffered from a small sample size. While the sample appears to suggest that courts find noninfringement more often, perhaps
cases of more obvious infringement settled.
Even so, five years later, it seems that Egyptian Goddess has simplified the question of design patent infringement by eliminating
the point of novelty test and providing a clearer standard. Without the point of novelty test, a competitor can no longer copy many
elements of a patented design and only leave out a few novel features to circumvent that test. Indeed, under the modified
ordinary observer test, the scope of the patented design is considered in light of the prior art.
Motivated by circumstance and benefiting from a more generous budget, parties often discover prior art during litigation that was
not known during prosecution. This can appear to change the scope of a claimed design—benefiting either the patent owner, if
no similar prior art is uncovered, as in Apple v. Samsung smartphone case, or the accused infringer, if very close prior art is
found, as in Wing Shing Products coffee maker case.
While some have argued that the increased focus on prior art has in the infringement context complicated design patent
infringement cases, in reality, most parties were already performing these prior art searches, to evaluate patentability as part of
prelitigation analysis or in support of an invalidity counterclaim. On balance, following Egyptian Goddess, a design patent
infringement case is likely simpler to set forth, easing both the burden on the parties and on the fact finder, be it a jury or the
judge.
Many commentators today still describe Egyptian Goddess as "a watershed moment" that "brought more certainty to the test on
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design patent law."22 And the recent holding in Apple v. Samsung could be seen as supporting predictions about a new strength
for design patents, but the entire landscape of decisions over the past five years tells a different, more nuanced tale. While
Egyptian Goddess has made the administration of the test for design patent infringement easier, every case must be decided on
its merits and the strength of an individual case is best judged by the design patent at issue, not necessarily a broader scope for
all design patent holders as predicted by many commentators.
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